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Ballast Vibrations and Deformations due to Different Train
Loading Scenarios Studied using the Discrete Element Method
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the effects of different dynamic train loading patterns on the
vibration and permanent deformation accumulation trends of railroad ballast. As opposed to a
continuous sinusoidal load pulse often applied in cyclic triaxial tests, the actual dynamic train loading
may have loading patterns of varying pulse shapes with rest periods. A validated ballast model, based
on the Discrete Element Method and imaging based aggregate size/shape characterization, was used
to simulate both continuous sinusoidal and moving wheel loading patterns of different train loading
speeds or frequencies with and without rest periods between load pulses. The continuous sinusoidal
loading resulted in larger ballast layer settlements in DEM simulations when compared to a more
realistic moving wheel dynamic loading pattern that considered rest periods.
Keywords: Railroad Track, Dynamic Loading, Ballast, Vibration, Permanent Deformation, Discrete
Element Method

1 Introduction
Ballast is an essential layer of the railroad track
structure, and provides primarily drainage and
load distribution. Understanding railroad ballast
vibrations and deformation behavior is important
for an adequate design, construction, and
maintenance of the track structure. Although
ballast materials are commonly specified as
uniformly graded in size with angular particle
shapes and crushed faces, ballast engineering
properties, such as aggregate type and gradation,
particle shape, texture and angularity, and
particle hardness and abrasion resistance, can
vary within certain specifications to influence
the overall track behavior and performance.
Other major factors affecting the behavior of
ballast under repeated train loading include
compaction state during installation, loading
amplitude and frequency (or load pulse shape,
duration and rest period) influenced by train
speed, number of load cycles, stress history, and
confining pressure.
Large-scale triaxial tests are traditionally

performed in the laboratory to evaluate the
individual effects on the ballast vibrations and
deformation behavior (Suiker et al. 2005,
Anderson and Fair 2008, Aursudkij et al. 2009,
Indraratna et al. 2010). Ballast aggregates tend
to harden and become stiffer under cyclic
loading with the elastic or resilient modulus
increasing gradually as the number of load
cycles increases (Suiker et al. 2005, Lackenby et
al. 2007). Most commonly a continuous
sinusoidal load pulse is applied on the ballast
samples in triaxial tests and the permanent
deformation behavior or ballast settlement is
evaluated at different frequencies to represent
different train speeds. This approach is often
deemed sufficient since in-situ measurements
indicate greater ballast settlement is observed as
the train speed increases, say from 150 km/h to
300 km/h as in the study by Kempfert and Hu
(1999). Related modeling research using the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) focuses on
conducting numerical simulations of the tested
samples as aggregate particle assemblies to
investigate ballast behavior under continuous

ccyclic loading patterns
p
(Indraraatna et al. 2010
0,
L
Lu and McDow
well 2010). Notee that as opposeed
tto a continuou
us sinusoidal lo
oad pulse ofteen
aapplied in cyclic triaxial teests, the actuaal
ddynamic loadin
ng may have different
d
loadin
ng
ppatterns of vaarying pulse sh
hapes with resst
pperiods, accord
ding to axle sp
pacings and caar
llengths, which may
m directly afffect the vibratio
on
aand deformation
n trends caused by
b a moving traiin
aat low, intermed
diate and high speeds
s
(Huang et
e
aal. 2009).
This paper investigates
i
effeects of differen
nt
ddynamic train loading patterns on the vibratio
on
aand permanent deformation
d
acccumulation trend
ds
oof railroad baallast using a validated DEM
M
m
modeling and simulation
s
appro
oach. The resultts
ffrom the dynam
mic, repeated traain loading DEM
M
simulations are intended to em
mphasize the neeed
ffor utilizing reallistic, similar to field experienceed
lloading patternss to accurately predict
p
the trend
ds
aand magnitudess of vibrations caused and th
he
ppermanent defo
ormations accu
umulated in th
he
rrailroad track substructure in
ncluding ballast,
ubgrade.
subballast and su

track (Huaang et al. 2009; T
Tutumluer et al. 22011).
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With the objectiive to provide better
b
engineerin
ng
iinsight into the design of ballasted track, curren
nt
oongoing research
h at the Universsity of Illinois haas
ddeveloped a balllast performancee model based on
o
tthe DEM which
h uses rigid butt random shapeed
““blocks” as thee basic elementts to realisticallly
simulate interactions such as intterlock/contact of
o
aactual aggregatee particles (Tutumluer et al. 200
07
aand 2009, Huan
ng et al. 2009). The
T ballast DEM
M
m
model requires as
a input imaging
g based aggregatte
size and shape quantifications (see Figure 1)).
A
Among the vario
ous particle shap
pe/morphologicaal
iindices, the flatt and elongated (F&E) ratio, th
he
aangularity index
x (AI), and thee surface texturre
((ST) index, all developed usin
ng University of
o
IIllinois Aggregaate Image Analy
yzer (UIAIA), arre
kkey indices (Raao et al. 2002, Pan
P et al. 2006).
T
The image-aid
ded DEM ap
pproach createes
tthree-dimension
nal (3D) aggreegate shapes as
a
iindividual discreete elements bassed on the UIAIA
A
scanned imagess. Using the technique, Figure 2
shows typical paarticles generateed and used in th
he
bballast DEM model.
m
The ballast DEM modeel
w
was calibrated in early reseaarch efforts witth
llaboratory direcct shear (shear box)
b
strength tesst
rresults and more
m
recently validated witth
settlement meaasurements from
m full-scale tesst

ypical particle llibraries used in the
Fig. 2 Ty
University
y of Illinois balllast DEM modeel
The valiidated ballast DE
EM model was uused in
this study
y to simulate loading patterrns of
different train
t
speeds annd/or repeated lloading
frequencies both with andd without rest pperiods
he load pulses.. Figure 3 show
ws the
between th
front view
w of a half-track model establishhed for
this purpose to predict baallast settlementt under
repeated trrain loadings. O
One half of a ttangent
track crosss-section was us ed in the simulaation to
reduce the number of ballaast particles andd hence
utation time by taaking advantagee of the
the compu
Totally
symmetry in both loading and geometry. T
m thick
4,609 partiicles were used to form a 45-cm
ballast laayer with onee side having fixed
boundary and
a the other sidde forming a 2:11 slope
at the shou
ulder. The crossstie was a typiccal size
used in th
he United Statess (US): 20.3-cm
m wide,
17.8-cm deeep, and 259.1-ccm long.
The agg
gregate gradatioon used in the ballast
layer DEM
M simulation iss shown in Figgure 4.
The particle shape indicess quantified by UIAIA
were reprresentative of ccrushed stone ballast
materials with
w an AI of 5884 and an F&E rratio of
2.2. The ballast layer was compacted to a target
o 37% as the innitial condition.
void ratio of

materials resilient moodulus testingg and
characterizzation, e.g. A
AASHTO T3077. The
details abo
out this approachh of applying onnly one
haversine load in 1-seconnd with the loadd pulse
nd rest period cchanging accordding to
duration an
the train sp
peed is depicted in detail in Figuures 5c
and 5d. In
n addition, movving wheel loadds and
their realistic dynamic lloading patternss from
U railcar configgurations were reecently
standard US
studied by
y Huang et al. (2009) in a proposed
track “san
ndwich model” for the train speeds
indicated in Table 1 usiing the DEM model.
o loading patterrns fully considder the
These two
interaction
ns between diffferent axles annd axle
spacings. Accordingly,
A
thee faster the train travels
the more in
ndependent the effects of the diifferent
axle loadin
ngs become. Theese realistic loadd pulses
and the resst periods compuuted by the “sanndwich
model” aree also shown inn Figures 5e andd 5f for
the train sp
peeds listed in Taable 1.

F
Fig. 3 Front vieew of half-track
k model

3 Numerical simula
ation results
F
Fig. 4 Ballast material
m
gradattion used in th
he
h
half-track DEM
M model
Totally six different
d
loadin
ng patterns werre
studied for theirr effects on pred
dicted settlementts
iin the ballast lay
yer DEM simulaations as depicteed
iin Figure 5. Co
ontinuous sinuso
oidal load pulsees
w
were applied firrst as train load
ding by means of
o
ddifferent load frequencies
f
to simulate differen
nt
ttrain speeds as suggested by Indraratna et al.
a
((2010). The details about the sinusoidal load
ds
ccan be found in
n Table 1 and Fiigures 5a and 5b
b.
T
The minimum siinusoidal pulse was
w set to 45 kP
Pa
tto represent the unloaded state of
o the tie, and th
he
m
maximum ballasst pulses are listeed in Table 1.
T
Table 1 Train
n loading at various speed
ds
aapplied by meeans of contin
nuous sinusoida
al
lloads (after Ind
draratna et al. 2010)
2
Frequency
(Hz)

Maximum Verticaal
Ballast
B
Pressure (kP
Pa)

Train Speed
(km/h)

10

374

73

40

536

291

t effect of any
y rest period thaat
To evaluate the
m
might exist betw
ween load pulsess on accumulateed
ppermanent defformations, two
o half sine or
o
hhaversine type single load pulses
p
with resst
pperiods were also considered following an
a
aapproach similar to the one adopted for highwaay

Because of
o the significaantly high num
mber of
aggregate particle contactt forces computted and
checked fo
or global equilibbrium of the grranular
assembly at
a each iterativee time step, thee DEM
simulations could not be cconducted for up to as
many cyclees as the laborattory cyclic triaxiial tests
often applly loads on thhe ballast speccimens.
Accordingly, Figure 6 shows the preedicted
when experiencedd up to
settlementss of the track w
1,000 cyclles of both the continuous sinuusoidal
load pulsees (see Figuress 5a & 5b) annd the
repeated haversine
h
load puulses with rest pperiods
(see Figurees 5c & 5d) at different train sspeeds.
Note that the 1,000 cyclees took exactlyy 1,000
or the haversinee pulses applieed with
seconds fo
rest period
ds whereas thee 1,000 cycles of the
continuouss sinusoidal looads took mucch less
according to the loading frequencies annd train
nsidered. Neverrtheless, for thee equal
speeds con
1,000 load
d cycles applied,, the track simuulations
for the co
ontinuous sinussoidal loading yyielded
more settllement than thee ones that sustained
repeated haversine
h
loadss with rest pperiods.
Therefore, having a rest period betweeen load
pulses indeeed influences thhe settlement beehavior
of the baallast layer. T
The higher freqquency
loading off 40 Hz (train sppeed of 291 km//h) also
resulted in
n a slightly moree settlement afterr 1,000
cycles. This is due to the fact that at the higher
speed not only a higher number of loaads the
track expeeriences in a ceertain amount of time,
but also thee magnitude of tthe loading is larrger.

(e) Sandwich model, 733km/h (Huang et al. 2009)

(a) Continuous sinusoidal, 73 km/h

(f) Saandwich model, 2911 km/h (Huang et all. 2009)

Fig. 5 Diffferent loading p
patterns studied
d using
the half-trrack ballast DE
EM model
nuous sinusoidal, 29
91 km/h
(b) Contin

(c) Haverssine with rest period
d, 73 km/h

Fig. 6 DEM
M model settlem
ment prediction
ns for
continuou
us sinusoidal loaading and haverrsine
loading wiith rest period

(d) Haverssine with rest period
d, 291 km/h

A deficciency of the ballast DEM model
currently being
b
improved uupon is that inddividual
aggregate particles as D
DEM elements cannot
break undeer repeated trainn loads as oppoosed to
the known
n ballast breakddown and degraadation
that comm
monly take placee in an actual rrailroad
track. Beyo
ond this limitatioon, how the setttlement
prediction trends in Figuree 6 would changge with
was still a toppic of
increased load cycles w
investigatio
on. Figure 7 prresents the resuults for
ballast setttlement predicttions for up to 4,000
cycles off the continuoous sinusoidal loads
obtained att the train speedds of 73 and 2911 km/h,

rrespectively. Th
he settlements under
u
both traiin
lloadings accumu
ulated rapidly almost
a
in a lineaar
ffashion with th
he increasing loaad cycles. Wheen
tthe load cycle reached
r
around 3,000,
3
the ballasst
llayer under the train
t
traveling att 73 km/h did no
ot
aaccumulate any
y further settlem
ment for a certaiin
nnumber of load cycles, and then
n started to settlle
aagain (see Figurre 7). The same phenomenon
p
waas
aalso repeated wh
hen the load cyccle reached 4,000
0.
T
This is probab
bly due to thee non-deformed
d,
uunbreakable DE
EM particles ussed in the DEM
M
simulations. As the load cycle increased in th
he
simulations, certain particles maay have suddenlly
rrotated and displaced causing the surroundin
ng
pparticles to reaarrange in locaal areas. If thiis
pphenomenon could
c
happen with aggregatte
pparticles chippin
ng and breaking
g sharp edges, a
““stable zone” often
o
observed in experimentaal
studies (Indraraatna et al. 2010
0) would also be
b
rreached in the nu
umerical simulaations.

FAST traack facility inn Pueblo, Coolorado
(Tutumluerr et al. 2011).
Figure 8 shows the preddicted settlementts from
the DEM simulations
s
for uup to 2,000 car passes
of the 4-peeak dynamic loaading patterns aapplied.
Although similar magnitu
tude settlementss were
predicted within
w
the first 5500 passes of thee initial
shakedown
n, as the numbeer of passes inc reased,
the ballast layer loadedd by the fasterr train
exhibited a higher rate of accumulation yyielding
an approx
ximate settlemeent of 26-mm when
compared to the 16-mm ppermanent deforrmation
caused by the 73-km/h traiin.

Fig. 8 DEM
M model settlem
ment prediction
ns for
the moving wheel dynam
mic loading patteerns
from Figu
ures 5e and 5f

F
Fig. 7 Continuo
ous sinusoidal lo
oading
ssettlement pred
dictions for up to
t 4,000 cycles
The realistic dynamic
d
load pu
ulses and the resst
pperiods computted by the “saandwich modell”
((Huang et al. 20
009) were also applied
a
on top of
o
tthe tie due to th
he passing of raailcar bogies (seee
F
Figures 5e and
d 5f). One carr pass thereforre
cconsists of two axles
a
of the fron
nt car and anotheer
ttwo axles from
m the adjacent car
c behind. Thiis
lloading pattern considers the different
d
materiaal
pproperties of thee track, i.e., dyn
namic response of
o
tthe structure, wheel
w
load interaaction, and a resst
pperiod caused by
b axle spacing and car lengthss.
A
Accordingly, it is more realisticc when compareed
tto the sinusoidall loads. The dyn
namic pulses from
m
tthe sandwich mo
odel (see Figures 5e and 5f) werre
eemployed next in the DEM simulations. Notte
tthat such a load
ding pattern wass recently used to
t
successfully preedict measured field settlementts
iin different ballast
b
sections tested at th
he
T
Transportation Technology
T
Cen
nter, Inc. (TTCII)

Consideering that four peaks or axlee loads
resulted in
n a car pass, oone can compaare the
settlementss predicted due to the moving wheel
loading patterns
p
to thhe predicted ballast
settlementss due to continuuous sinusoidal lloads if
the tracks experienced eequal number oof axle
loadings. Figure
F
9 presennts such a compparison
where thee predicted s ettlements from
m the
different trracks were due to these two lloading
patterns applied
a
at diffferent train sspeeds,
respectivelly. Note that eacch car pass correesponds
to four axlles or load cyclles and the settleements
predicted from the ccontinuous sinuusoidal
w
significanntly larger thaan the
loadings were
settlementss from the m
moving wheel lloading
patterns (seee Figure 9). Altthough the magnnitudes
of the continuous
c
sinnusoidal loads were
somewhat higher, the sanndwich model m
moving
d pulses were m
much more realisstic for
wheel load
the same weight
w
of an inddividual car conssidered
in both cases.
c
Thereforee, the moving wheel
loading paatterns are clearlly more realisticc since
rest period
ds are properly coonsidered accordding to
the speciffic axle spacingg and car lenggths as

oopposed to a continuous sinussoidal load pulsse
ooften applied in
n cyclic triaxial tests.
t
As a resullt,
tthe continuous sinusoidal
s
loadin
ng pattern, whicch
ccaused more setttlements in the DEM
D
simulation
ns,
ccan give more conservative
c
resu
ults when used in
i
ccyclic/repeated load triaxiaal testing an
nd
eevaluation of the permaneent deformatio
on
bbehavior of baallast aggregatees. Although no
n
ccomparative datta are available at this time, th
he
m
moving wheel load dynamic pulses are alsso
bbelieved to simulate more realiistically the fielld
vvibration trends due to a passing
g train.

F
Fig. 9 Compariisons of settlemeent predictions
ffor the various dynamic loadin
ng patterns

4 Conclusio
ons
T
This paper in
nvestigated diffferent dynamiic
lloading patterns that may afffect ballast layeer
vvibration and seettlement trends with the aid of a
rrealistic ballast numerical mod
del developed at
a
tthe University of
o Illinois based
d on the Discrette
E
Element Metho
od (DEM) and
d imaging baseed
aaggregate particle size/shape characterization
n.
T
The following conclusions can
n be drawn from
m
tthis study:
1.

22.

Continuouss sinusoidal loaad pulses causeed
larger balllast layer settlements to be
b
predicted in
i DEM track simulations
s
wheen
compared to
t a more realisttic moving wheeel
dynamic loading pattern that considereed
he characteristiccs
rest periodss according to th
of the track
k, individual car axle spacing, caar
length, multiple wheel load interaction an
nd
train speed.
A higher speed train also
a
had higheer
dynamic lo
oad frequencies and magnitudees
to cause greeater predicted settlements.
s

3.
4.

Rest time
t
between dyynamic load pulsses had
a major influence on bballast settlemennt.
Futuree work will neeed to validate booth the
dynam
mic loading pattterns and the preedicted
vibrattion and setttlement trends with
full-sccale field testingg and measuremeent.
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